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Blockchain traceability for the livestock transport

Transport documents automatic creation.
Registry of the signatures/acceptance from farm, veterinarian and transport.
Abattoir download control, trucks cleaning.
Blockchain identities get registered with impossible wrong manipulation.

Placing and ordering carcasses based on it optimal use

MES

· Based on the class assigned to the carcass and the groups of classes assigned
to the rails or group of rails, this software module is managing the chilling room PLC
and giving precise order for the carcass’s allocation.

10 Creating orders to extract carcasses from the chilling room
2

Livestock truck reception

· With a simple QR code reading using the truck driver cell phone, all data regarding
the livestock batch gets populated into our abattoir software management
and this operation gets registered in Blockchain.

3

Batch management before slaughtering

· From the cutting area side, creation of the petitions list for to obtain the carcasses
batches to be processed based on its optimal use.

[ The perfect team ]

11 Yield control - Primal cuts
· The yield control system starts at the precise moment that the cold carcass weight
its obtained, meaning after the equalization process.
With this simple operation we will be able to control the chilling room performance
and the real chill lost.

· With a simple intuitive touch panel, the user gets the batch slaughtering order created.

12 Yield control - Final products
4

ID-Merge Autofom grading data obtention

· Frontmatec Autofom system 100% integrated software, obtaining the predictors
generated by this system and merging batch data as farm with the individual carcass
quality data.

· Obtaining the weight of all the produced products gives us all the needed information
to know the yield per each processing line, batches and different cuts.
To obtain all this information, Identification points are needed that must be equipped
with a scale. We also use RFID readers to identify the origin of each product to be weight.
Using our yield control system, it is possible to detect the deviations caused by the daily
work and to correct them as fast as possible to avoid unnecessary economical costs.

13 Centralized management for labelling lines
5

Veterinarian Inspection

· This module allows to register any incidence occurred to the carcass.
· Any incidences can be configured by the user based on his needs.

6

Hot carcass weight obtention

· The weight corresponding to the carcass it’s obtained automatically
and merged with the rest of the data previously captured, like, Autofom data,
Veterinarian inspection, gender…
· We have no human attended versions that are running in slaughter lines up
to 1000 carcass/hour.

7

· The slicing and labelling rooms have normally different lines containing different
independent machines, it is a fact that those machines must be managed
and controlled individually, creating a point of possible mistakes on its configuration
and so labelling.
· To solve this problematic point, we have created SIGETIC, a software module
that makes easy the management of your packaging area and managed from a remote point.

14 Incidences control with Automail
· To know what really is happening in the production line it is always a challenge,
and to distribute the information in the right way, is almost impossible.
· Using our Incidences control and Automail you will be informed in real time
of the slaughtering situation and will be sure that the responsible person
will be informed immediately through Automail.

Ink jet markers

· There are two kind of markers:
- To automatically print the sanitary stamp
- To print traceability and data corresponding to the carcass quality/class,
this data will be used later during the cutting and deboning process to optimize
the use of the carcass.

8

Traceability and data integration
Total control, maximized yield

Autosort – Carcass optimization

· Assuming that all the carcasses are different, to process all the carcasses
in the same way, meaning the same kind of cut, it would be a serious mistake
from the economical point of view, assuming that different carcasses would be valid
to obtain different commercial products. Based on the customer specifications,
we can mark and classify the carcasses inside the chilling room in the way that
we will be able to process it by batches in the most optimal possible way from
the economical prospect.

Complete traceability… from the farm to the abattoir trough blockchain.
Software integrated 100% with the Autofom system.
Veterinarian inspection, weighing, grading and ink marking carcass.
Carcass optimization, chill room management placing carcasses.
Yield control in cutting and deboning plant and finish products.

Eduard Martínez
General Manager South Europe
DMRI
Cell: +34 685 51 21 83
edm@dmri.es
www.dmri.es
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